What is the significance of the footprints found at Laetoli?

The paleolithic era refers to which of the following?

Which of the following best describes the term collective learning?

As early as 115,000 years ago, humans began to migrate from Africa to which of the following regions?

Which of the following enabled humans to migrate from Southeast Asia to Australia roughly 60,000 years ago?

Which of the following best explains the appeal of the coastal theory of human colonization of the Americas?

Which of the following is evidence that humans likely lived alongside other hominin species for a time?

Which of the following best explains why women likely gathered food and remained close to the band's home base while men hunted farther afield before 10,000 B.C.E.??

The discovery of the site of a complex temple structure at Gobekli Tepe in modern-day Turkey has forced archaeologists to rethink what about early human civilization?

Which of the following contributed to the size of human bands during the upper paleolithic period?

Archaeological evidence suggests that which region was the first site of organized agriculture?

Which of the following best describes the process by which humans developed organized agriculture?

Holocene refers to which of the following?

The discovery of pig bones near a human settlement in southeastern Turkey dating from approximately 10,000 B.C.E. is evidence of which of the following?

Farming developed on all of the inhabited continents EXCEPT

Çatal Hüyük and ancient Jericho are examples of what?

The lack of natural resources available to the earliest cities of southern Mesopotamia tells us what about these societies?

The moon god Nannar is a deity from which early civilization?